
Name Date

_____________

Class

Intelligence
Testing

Matching
Match each item in Column A with the items in Column B. Write the correct letters in the blanks.
(10 points each)

Column A Column B

1. standardized measure of intelligence based on a scale in
which 100 is average

____

2. includes four major aspects of interpersonal and intraper
sonal intelligences

_____

3. proposes that intelligence is composed of a general ability E. triarchic theory
level and specific mental abilities

____

4. proposes that intelligence involves analytical, creative, and
practical skills

5. aspect of an intelligence test in which the wording used in
questions may be more familiar to people of one social
group than to another group

Multiple Choice
Choose the item that best completes each statement or answers each question. Write the letter of that
item in the blank to the left of the sentence. (10 points each)

_____

6. Which of the following in1elligence theorists believed that a measure of intelligence needed to
include seven primary mental abilities?
A. Charles Spearman C. Howard Gardner
B. L.L. Thurstone D. Robert Sternberg
Critics argue that emotional intelligence is simply a measurement of
A. personal growth. C. extraversion.
B. common sense. D. introversion.

_____

8. The s factor in Charles Spearman’s theory of intelligence represents
A. specific mental abilities. C. problem-solving ability
B. spatial comprehension. D. situational intelligence.

____

9. According to Howard Gardner, the type of intelligence involving skill at fine motor
movements is -

A. spatial ability.
B. logical-mathematical skills.

C. body-kinesthetic ability.
D. naturalist intelligence.

The

_______

was originally developed to identify “slow learners.”
A. Stanford-Binet Intelligence Scale C. Wechsler-Adult Intelligence Scale
B. Myers-Briggs personality test 0. Multiple Intelligences test

A. emotional intelligence

B. two-factor theory

C. cultural bias

D. inteffigence quotient
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